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Dave is our NZCFS Project Manager and will soon be 
overseeing our very own Branch Projects in the earthquake 
area of central China.

                                                                     

Vice President of the Society and also a member of the Gung 
Ho Committee in China, Dave is responsible for much of our 

project work in China including liaison with the Shandon 
Baillie school in Gansu, and our Szechuan Earth quake 
project, and he also keeps contact with the nursing trainees 

whom we assist through the Kathleen Hall scholarships.

Dave Bromwich 
briefing on Tibet, Not 
to be missed! A 
meeting for all ages.

! !

NEW ZEALAND CHINA FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY

!

NEXT MEETING:

Sunday 27th June 2010, 5pm 
 Bring someone Interested !   

VENUE: 	
Conference Room, Westminster Court
 	
 5 Parliament St, Auckland CBD

Parkings available on Parliament st, and please ring the bell for 
5H on arrival, and follow the signs to the Conference Room

TIME:     6.30 chat & light meal $5 ea              
              Wine $2/glass, fruit juice free
  	
 finish 7.30 appx
	
 those dining please contactl Cecil and book.

New Members most welcome

Dave has just returned from a 10 day personalised tour with former Auckland President Matthew Griffith that took 
them from Lhasa to the base-camp of Everest.
Dave will be offering us the same briefing on politics, mood and future of Tibet that he gave the NZ Embassy on 
Beijing before he returned.  He'll  discuss what Tibetans think of China, what lay behind the riots  of March 2008, 
whether Tibetans want independence and the Dalai Lama. Not be be missed! A meeting for all ages. 

He'll also update us on our projects. 



 A great success where Auckland won the Chinese Ambassador’s Branch 
Achievement Award for our Aotearoa Jasmine video, now screening at the 
NZ Pavilion at the World Expo.  If you can access Youtube on your 

computer you can see highlights on your computer by following the links 
below.

Photo Report  part 1 of the  National Conference of the NZCFS

  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oTA9Oh4eKRY

 Photo Report  part 2 of the  National Conference of the NZCFS

  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTvgUbxc8dE 

Photo Report  part 3 of the  National Conference of the NZCFS  

  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLF4rObq0OA

This report from John Hodgson of our Tauranga Branch provides an even 
fuller picture:

Subject: National Conference Report from John Hodgson

This last weekend I went to The National Conference of the New Zealand 
China Friendship Society an event that drew some eighty attendants from 
all over New Zealand, the programme was a well thoughtout mix of 

formal meetings, speeches, discussions and "entertainment".

For me the highlight was the talk given by Bill Wilmott  (more formally, 
Emeritus Professor William Willmott, Canterbury University). 

Bills presentation was based on an earlier lecture "The Kiwi Dragon  - 
The Chinese in New Zealand. History. Culture Hope" which was given last 
year for the century of the Quakers in New Zealand in which he outlined 

some thoughts of his childhood in Chengdu (where he was born in 1932), 
his research into the settlement of Chinese in the greater Pacific but most 
especially their history in New Zealand. More than twenty years after the 
first Chinese here were the first of the gold rushes when thousands of 

Chinese came, mostly from Guangdong, many went back to China but 
many stayed. Chinese women came after the initial arrival of men so 
marriages and children followed. Some Chinese in the goldfields could not 

afford the tickets to get them home and they typically got into businesses 
most particularly market gardening, laundering and as greengrocers.

There were ebbs and flows in the acceptance of Chinese within New 

Zealand society and government regulation indicated these attitudes.

In 1878 the Presbyterian Church appointed Alexander Don to work as a 
Missionary amongst the Chinese goldminers in the South Island, and this 
later led to missionaries being sent to Guangdong in China. Much 

later Kathleen Hall, inspired by their work went to China and was 
eventually swept up in the war against Japan. Not only did she nurse the 
sick and wounded, but time and time again she smuggled medical supplies 

through the Japanese lines to Dr Norman Bethune the Canadian surgeon 
who was in charge of medical services for the Chinese 8th Route Army.

Rewi Alley, New Zealand's most famous "old China hand", said, if 

Kathleen Hall was a man, she'd be a hero.

National Conference in Hamilton in May

President Eric Livingstone between two 
YouXie guests, Xu Fenghua and Wang 
Hongqiang as the Mayor of Hamilton Bob 
Simcock opens the conference

PROFESSOR BILL WILMOTT

Bill receives his chrysanthemum gift from 
Hamilton Committee member Muriel 
Adams.
Muriel made a number of presentations 
and I always felt a sense of identity with 
her heart felt words.
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Alley himself became a household name in his China as a 
founder of the Gung Ho cooperatives and a champion of 
the poor. His name is still magic in China, but Kathleen 

Hall's fame has really only surfaced in the last 15 years.  
Her work behind the lines in the Sino-Japanese war was 
secret and extraordinarily courageous, and like Alley, her 
entire focus was on the welfare of the peasants.

When China's President Jiang Zemin visited New Zealand 
in 1999, few Kiwis realised that deeply respected bridges 
of friendship had been built between our two countries 

for more than seventy years. A year later, on June 
23rd 2000, a women’s health clinic, tribute to Kathleen 
Hall's service and dedication, was opened in 

Songjiazhuang, where she had been based 67 years ago. 
(Songjiazhuang is in remote, mountainous, impoverished 
Quyang County in Hebei Province, southwest of Beijing.) 

Bill spoke about the present and the future, making a point 

that though Chinese and New Zealanders are very 
different the Chinese have made and continue to make 
increasingly great contributions to New Zealand society 

and that we can recognise and value those differences.  He 
suggested that  "The only antidote to racism is 

knowledge, preferably experiential, leading to the 
recognition that physical appearance does not determine 
values or personality".

With the attitudes that we sometimes hear of within New 
Zealand, the response from many Chinese now settled 
here (maybe their families for more generations than many 
European New Zealanders) is reflected in this recent 

comment from Melody Chang:

"Yes, we chose to come here and we seem like guests but 
we try hard to merge into this community. We want to 

make friends. I realise that Kiwis do not know us and do 
not understand us. If we introduce our culture to this 
community so they understand us, then we might have a 

better relationship. We want to show the interesting 
contributions that we can bring to society    ......    We will 
do whatever we can to help improve the relationship"

"Surely we can do the same" , concluded Bill.

The conference provided musical interludes from young Chinese: The first by two sisters, Cathy and Sophie Zheng 13 
and 9 who played on piano and violin "Butterfly Lovers" a rendition of the traditional story and then Moli Hua 
(Jasmine flower - the traditional tune).The second a Lalo Trio from Cathy Zheng as before, and Amy Sun on violin and 
Davis Chen on cello.
And finally, several pieces on a gu zheng played by Chen Xi Yao, his first piece was "Sunshine on JingGang Mountain", 
then A fisherman sings at dusk", and finally , as an encore , "The morning on snow capped mountain".  Yao is studying 
for his MA (Majoring in music in New Zealand but he is No 3 gu zheng player in China (Youth section) 
The music was a wonderful change from all the talking    -   valuable as that is.

Personally I am always more interested in the projects and what we are doing as New Zealanders to extend a helping 
hand of friendship to the people of China. I feel so often we get overawed by the huge developments that are 
happening in China, the staggering number of new millionaires being recognised each week or month, but having lived 
in rural China , I am all too aware of the slowness of the trickle down benefits that are getting to the farmers there. 
Deng Xiao Peng's reforms were quicker to benefit the urban Chinese; getting the benefits of both of his cats to 
grassroots China is something that we in New Zealand maybe can assist with.       

There were many interesting events over the weekend especially the panel discussion from three successful Chinese 
working in Hamilton, they spoke about how they saw themselves as integrating into New Zealand society. They talked 
about the best and worst times as Chinese in living in New Zealand.

Chen Xi Yao playing his first guzheng piece. Yao is 
studying for his MA (Majoring in music in New 
Zealand but he is No 3 gu zheng player in China 
(Youth section) 
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Please update your subscription and support the works of NZCFS


